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61. A yacht was found in 1955 that ---- three 
hurricanes but was missing all its crew. Even 
though many announcements were made on 
public papers as well as national ones, no one 
---- it. 

A)    has survived / claimed

B)    survived / had claimed

C)    had survived / claimed

D)    survived / has been claiming

E)    survive / claims

62. My study was based on a sample of more than 
19,000 workers who ---- in the Building Trades 
Medical Screening Programme. I ---- them for the 
level of nicotine in their blood. 

A)    have participated / tested

B)    participate / test

C)    have been participating / have been testing

D)    had participated / tested

E)    are participating / will test

63. More than 40 minutes into the conference, 
Macron reinforced his goal to put fi ghting 
climate change at the centre of his government’s 
policies as well as ---- the European Union.

A)    those  B)    the ones

C)    those of  D)    that of

  E)    ones

64. An Upper class Roman family had dozens, 
or even hundreds, of slaves; a middle-class 
family would have had one to three, and even 
a prosperous member of the working class ---- 
one.

A)    could be having B)    might have had

C)    must have had D)    can’t have had

  E)    needed to have

65. Mark is a potential customer for ----, so I will 
introduce them when I can because he has 
mentioned buying some merchandise.  

A)    a friend of mine B)    my friend’s

C)    a friend of me D)    mine friend

  E)    a friend of us

66. - 70. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada 
numaralanmış yerlere uygun düşen sözcük 
ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

Before the invention of wetsuits in the 1950s, all divers 

wore “dry suits” an improved form (66) ---- is still used 

today for diving in very cold waters. Since the 1800s, 

divers (67) ---- plumbing the depths (68) ---- in waterproof 

suits topped with huge copper helmets and heavy lead 

boots. However, the invention of SCUBA (69) ---- the 

need for the copper helmets and airlines to the surface 

and the greater freedom this allowed paved the way 

for a more lightweight and fl exible (70) ---- of dry suits. 

With the use of these suits, there were a lot of new 

opportunities for exploration and discovery.

66.

A)   which  B)   whose

C)   that  D)   of which

  E)   where

67.

A)   had been  B)   has been

C)   are  D)   were

  E)   would have been

68.

A)   dress  B)   dressed

C)   are dressed  D)   were dressed

  E)   dressing

69.

A)   ran out of  B)   got rid of

C)   kept up with  D)   coincided with

  E)   did away with

70.

A)   introduction  B)   consumption

C)   generation  D)   discovery

  E)   enquiry
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174. - 176. soruları, aşağıda verilen parçaya 
göre yanıtlayınız.

The plague fi rst came into contact with Christian Europe 

at a Genoese trading settlement on the coast of the Black 

Sea. In 1345 the settlement of Caffa was unsuccessfully 

besieged by a Mongol Khan. This Mongol Khan failed in 

his fi rst attempt to drive out the Genoese, but a second 

attempt in 1346 proved successful. During the siege, the 

Khan’s camp was hit by an outbreak of bubonic plague. 

Realising the need to both dispose of the bodies and 

shorten the siege, the Khan ordered the bodies of his 

soldiers to be catapulted over the walls, and into the 

city of Caffa. Within months the citizens were hit by the 

disease, and fl ed the city, carrying the plague with them. 

By January of 1348 the plague had reached France 

and Tunis. By the end of the next year, the plague had 

reached as far as Norway, Scotland, Prussia, Iceland, 

and Italy. In 1351, the infection had spread to include 

Russia.

174. Which statement is true about the Genoese’s 
escape from the city of Caffa?

A) It happened when the city was sieged by an 

enemy force for the fi rst time.

B) It caused the plague that they caught from the 

corpses to be spread wherever they went.

C) It was meant to be irrespective of the arrival of 

Mongols who were spreading a deadly disease.

D) It could not be prevented when half of the city’s 

population caught the virus.

E) It was not the direct result of the invasion, but 

of the deadly disease waiting for them at the 

city gate.

175. According to the passage ----.

A) the bodies of soldiers were buried in Caffa

B) plague’s hitting the residents of Caffa brought 

Khan the victory

C) but for the plague, the siege would have been 

shorter

D) the Mongol soldiers entered Caffa by climbing 

over the walls

E) the Khan realized that it would be very diffi cult 

to besiege Caffa

176. It can be understood from the passage that ----.

A) the plague spread not only almost all over 

Europe but Africa as well

B) the Mongol soldiers carried the plague 

wherever they went

C) the Mongol Khan was in the hope of invading  

all of the European cities

D) Caffa had always been under the threat of 

foreign invasion

E) the plague reached Prussia in 1351, after it 

reached Tunis
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193.
Alice :

- I have found a part-time job in a PR 
company for the summer.

Ken :

- ----
Alice :

- I don’t think so because I really want it. I’ll 
get both money and experience.

Ken :

- That’s good then. This summer seems to be 
very benefi cial for you.

A) It sounds nice but aren’t you going to get 

extremely tired?

B) Good news! Is this a well-known company?

C) But you haven’t fi nished your studies yet.

D) Are you going to start work early in the 

morning?

E) I’m surprised to hear that. Weren’t you planning 

a long holiday with your family?

194.
Martin :

- I think I saw your brother driving yesterday.
Jane :

- Yes, that’s true. He borrowed my dad’s car 
yesterday to go the cinema.

Martin :

- ----
Jane :

- But he has one. He reached lawful age 
last month and got his driving licence two 
weeks ago.

A) You should have told him to be more careful 

when driving.

B) How did your parents let him drive without a 

licence?

C) He is soon going to ask for a car of his own.

D) Then it was his girlfriend whom I saw with him 

in the car yesterday.

E) My father promised him to buy a car after he 

graduated from his school.

195.
Tom :

- Look at this brochure. I’ve found a  
two-week cruise at a great price.

Claire :

- ----
Tom :

- Why is that? It would be great to be on a 
boat for two weeks.

Claire :

- I don’t think so. I get terribly seasick and so 
I hate to be on a boat.

A) Your understanding of a great price is different 

from mine.

B) I wish we could but I’ll have to work all summer.

C) It’ll be fantastic. Let’s go and buy the tickets 

before it’s too late.

D) No, thanks. I’d rather stay home than go on a 

cruise.

E) I’m afraid we can’t take it because it’ll be too 

expensive for us.

196.
Peter :

- ----
Sam :

- Did this surprise you? The roads are always 
crowded in this city.

Peter :

- I know. But they are going to be blocked 
today because of an international meeting.

Sam :

- I didn’t know that. So we’d better keep away 
from the city centre.

A)  Every year thousands of people are killed or 

injured on these roads.

B)  Were you surprised to see so many cars 

waiting on the side of the road?

C)  The local government should do something to 

clear the traffi c on the roads.

D)  I’ve heard the roads will be very crowded all 

day today.

E)  Who is responsible for the fl ow of traffi c on the 

highway?
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201. - 214. sorularda, verilen cümleye 
anlamca en yakın olan cümleyi bulunuz.

201. In 1985, more than a billion people from all over 
the world were witness to a rock concert which 
hosted over sixty rock acts on two continents 
simultaneously.

A) In 1985, there were sixty different concerts in 

different places in the world which started at 

the same time.

B) 1985 was the year when two continents  

simultaneously saw a concert organisation 

consisting of more than sixty acts, which were 

watched by over a billion people worldwide.

C) The year 1985 was important as there 

had been a concert whose acts started at 

different times in two different continents and 

it was watched by more than a billion people 

worldwide.

D) Over a billion people enjoyed themselves 

watching sixty concerts held in two different 

continents in the year 1985.

E) The concert which consisted of sixty different 

groups was watched by almost a billion people 

from different continents in 1985.

202. No one had ever told Lucy before she came 
to London that the sun could shine but the air 
remain cold.

A) After Lucy came to London, she got surprised 

with the dark weather, which was cold all the 

time.

B) In London, having a sunny weather doesn’t 

always mean that it is hot outside.

C) It was not until she came to London that Lucy 

learned having a sunny day doesn’t necessarily 

mean it is warm.

D) Lucy is not used to the idea of cold weather 

when it is sunny because nobody has told her 

about the weather in London.

E) Lucy didn’t understand that the sun cannot 

warm the weather in London as she hadn’t 

been used to such a thing.

203. After he was caught with the stolen car, the man 
said he was very sorry for what he had done and 
for the damage he had caused to the car.

A) The man expressed his regret about stealing 

and damaging the car, having been caught.

B) After the stolen car was found, the man who 

stole it admitted that he had damaged it as 

well.

C) When caught with the car he had stolen, the 

man felt sorry for stealing a damaged car.

D) The man felt sorry for what he done to the car 

long before he was caught by the police.

E) The man apologized to the police stealing the 

car after he did considerable damage to it.

204. The child’s criminal tendencies were put down 
to the fact of his coming from a broken home.

A) It was his broken home that was held 

responsible for all the criminal tendencies of 

the child.

B) Even if the child had some problems at home, 

that didn’t necessarily mean he would end up 

with a criminal record.

C) Why the child tends to commit crimes is 

because he is being brought up in a broken 

family.

D) It is pointed out that the child, as long as he 

lived with his family, would be, sooner or later, 

in the world of crime.

E) The fact that the child had criminal tendencies 

was not taken into consideration by his broken 

family.

205. The robbery took place in broad daylight but 
there seems to have been no eye witnesses.

A) Just because the robbery took place during the 

night, there seemed to be no eye witnesses.

B) It was during daylight that the robbery took 

place, so there were a few eye witnesses.

C) As the lights were dim at the time of the 

robbery, there should have been no eye 

witnesses.

D) There seemed to be no eye witnesses because 

the robbery took place during the night.

E) Although the robbery took place in broad 

daylight, nobody seems to have seen it.


